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MONASH  CHOOSES  NEW DEPUTY V-C
Professor K®vin Westfold, a l®adlng mathematician and astronomer, is to be the new D®puty Vic®Chancellor of

Monash University.

He will succeed Professor W.A.G.  Scott, who retires
on December 31  after five years in the post.

Professor West fold is currently engaged in research at
the University of Sussex, U.K.  He will take up his new
appointment on March  I,1982.

Professor West fold was one of the original members
of  the  academic  body  at  Monash.   He  took  up  his
appointment as Professor of Mathematics on January
I,1961  -the year the University opened -and has
since   filled   a   number   of   senior   positions   in   the
University.

From  1962  to  1965,  he  was  part-time  Dean  of  the
Faculty of Science, and thereafter was its full-time Dean
for  10 years.

For   a  period   in   1969  he  served   as  Acting   Vice-
Chancellor, and 1976 was Pro-Vice-Chancellor. In 1977
he   was   appointed   to   the   newly-created   Chair   of
Astronomy within the Faculty of Science.

Professor West fold is a graduate of the University of
Melbourne.  He  holds  the  degrees  of  B.A.  (Hons)  in
mathematics (1942), B.Sc. in physics (1943) and M.A. in
mathematics  (1946).  In  1951  he  was  admitted  to  the
degree  of  Doctor  of  Philosophy  at  the  University  of
Oxford for his work on problems in radio astronomy.

Since joining  Monash  he  has  at  various  times  held
visiting  appointments  at  the  Californian  Institute  of
Technology, at the Astronomy Centre of the University
of  Sussex  and  at  the  Australian  National  University,
Mount Stromlo and Siding `Springs Observatories.

FEDERAL FUNDING POLICIES
Retiring Deputy Vice-Chancellor,  Professor W.A.G.

Scott,  who received the honorary degree of Doctor of
Laws   at   this   week's   degree   conferring   ceremony,
warned,  in his  occasional address,  of the damage that
could result from the Federal Government's policies on
university funding.

``It is clear that universities in this country are being

forced, by financial pressure from the Government, to
prune their activities", he said.

"It is not at all easy to do this in a hurry, as required,

and there is a very real danger of inflicting permanent,
or at least long-standing damage.

"The fact that the situation in the United Kingdom is
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very  much  worse  is  no  source  of comfort.  One  most
serious  consequence  of what  I  have  been  describing  is
that there has been little room in the university system in
recent years for what may soon be a whole generation of
young potential academies, serving an apprenticeship in
junior positions.

"The  ultimate  loss  to  the  country  must  be  very

considerable."
If universities are to receive the support they need, he

said,    they    "must   recover   that   degree   of   public
recognition which they had  in the days when Monash
was  founded,   because  Governments  respond  to  the
feelings of the electorate."

In  his  citation,  the  Vice-Chancellor  Professor  Ray
Martin  said  of  Professor  Scott:   "Scholar,  humanist
wise administrator,  generous in personality,  Professor
Bill  Scott  is  deserving  of  the  highest  tributes.  He  has
served the university with great distinction. "

The    Vice-Chancellor    said    Professor    Scott's
"profound  understanding  of the  ways  of universities,

his unshakeable commitment to the highest standards of
scholarship, his great personal concern and sympathy in
dealing  with  staff  matters"  had  been  of  inestimable
benefit to Monash.

PROFESSOR COCHRANE'S RETIREMENT
At    its    recent    meeting,    the    Professorial    Board

expressed   appreciation   for   the   work   of   Professor
Donald Cochrane, Dean of the Faculty of Economics &
Politics, who will retire on December 31.

Professor Cochrane,  who is recuperating from lung
surgery, would normally have retired at the end of 1982
but  ill-health  has  forced  him  to  bring  his  retirement
forward by  12 months.

The   Professorial   Board   said   in   its   expression   of
appreciation:  "Those  who  have  worked  with  him  at
Monash are acutely aware of the extraordinary energy,
perception and constructive work that he has given to
the University over 20 years.

"At  Board  meetings  he  has  never  entered  debate

lightly.   His   contributions   have   been   relevant   and
perceptive  and  have  been  delivered  in  a  manner.that
created respect,  even among those who disagreed with
his view.  Monash bears his stamp and will continue to
do so."



STRESS MANAGEMENT LECTURE
Dr   Martha   Moore   Peters,    an   expert   in   stress

management,   will  give   a   free   lunchtime   lecture   on
December  10 for Monash staff,  students and members
of organisations in the Clayton community.

Dr  Peters,  who  is  at  present  at  the  University  of
Malaya, developed a stress management course while at
the University of Florida.

Some people become sick or mentally and physically
burned out by  stress,  while  others  feel stimulated and
challenged by the same events.

At the lunchtime lecture, which will be held between I
p.in.  and 2 p.in.  in  Science lecture theatre  12,  she will
give an overview of the psycho/physical dimensions of
stress and discuss some of its causes as well as strategies
for coping.

The  lecture  has  been  organised  by  the  Centre  for
Continuing    Education    in    collaboration    with    the
University Counselling Service.

LIGHT-HEARTED VERSE
` `Poetry Monash' ' celebrates five years of publication

with the current issue, and feels light-headed enough to
devote itself entirely to light verse.

Contributions  include  Hector  Monro's  "Overheard
at  the  Melbourne  Club".  Jean  Whyte  on  Australian
birds,   Alan   Dilnot   on   departmental   libraries,   and
satirical songs by Dennis Davison.

Obtainable   for   Sl   from   the  English   Department
office,  Menzies Building,  Room 707.

CHINA EXCHANGE AGREEMENT
Applications  are  invited  from  scientists  wishing  to

participate  in  the  Australian  Academy  of  Science  -
Academia Sinica scientific exchange program.

Intending applicants should have a specific project in
mind,   preferably   one   that   has   been   developed   in
consultation with the institutes in China that they wish
to visit. Documentary evidence of Chinese interest and
support will greatly strengthen the application.

Applications   may  be   made  by  individuals   or  by
groups (up to a maximum of six members) and may be
for short visits (three to four weeks) or for a longer term
to carry out research projects or field studies.

Under the terms of the agreement travel expenses to
China are the responsibility` of the Australian Academy
of Science and expenses within China the responsibility
of    Academia    Sinica.    No    additional    stipends    or
allowances are paid.

Application  forms  and  a  list  of  the  Institutes  of
Academia   Sinica  are  available   from  the  Australian
Academy  of  Science,  P..O.  Box  783,  Canberra  City,
ACT 2601.

WORLD WAR I ROOKS ON DISPLAY
Books, manuscripts and other material relating to the

First World War are on display in the exhibition area of
the Rare Book Room in the Main Library.

The  exhibition reflects an upsurge  of interest in the
so-called  "War  to  end  all  wars"  which  was  clearly
evident    in    public    reception    of    the    recent    film
```Gallipoli„.

The books  and manuscripts  will be on display until
April  I.

ENGINEERING SEMINAR
Mr    Ho    Siauw,     of    CSIRO's    Division    of

Manufacturing   Technology,   will   review   "Geometric
Modelling  Theory  and  its  Applicability  to  Design  of
Pressure Diecasting Dies" , at a mechanical engineering
seminar at Monash on December 9.

The seminar will be held at 3.30 p.in.  in Room 203,
Building 5, Faculty of Engineering.

ACTING APPOINTMENTS
Following  the  resignation  of Mr  N.G.  Maher  from

the position of Finance Manager of the University, the
following acting appointments have been made, taking
effect from December 3.

Acting Finance Manager
Acting Accountant

Mr H.S. Feben
Mr P.T.  Skelly

ANNUAL BLUES AWARDS
Chris Alp, former holder of the world record for the wheelchair 400

metres   was   guest   speaker   at   the   recent   Monash   Annual   Blues
Presentation Dinner at Deakin Hall.

Presentation of Blues, Half Blues and Sports Awards for 1981 were
made by the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Ray Martin.

The awards were:

Basketball

Football
HOckey
Lacrosse

Netball
Rowing
Squash

Ski
Volleyl)all

Wate, Ski

Blues
Neil Houghton

Mark Kershaw

Richard Tillottson

Margot Creagh
Hilary Dickson

Marilla Cuss
Steven Neville
Wojtek Ostrowski

Half BIues
Brian Rossetti
Amanda Griffin
lan Taylor
Andrew Tinney
Brad Temple
Mark Frankland
Kerrie Murphy

Stephen Hanman
Paul Scally
Claire Armstrong
Trudie Balthazaar
Michael Rozek
Kay Robinson
David Brockhoff

Sports Awards
Football                        Stephen Giles

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed in Sound:

ACADEMIC
ARTS

Visual Arts - Tutor
ECONOMICS & POLITICS

Accounting    &    Finance    -    Continuing    Lecturer    in
Auditing/Financial    Accounting;    Administrative    Studies    -
Research Assistant (half-time)

ABORIGINAL RESEARCH CENTRE
Tutor (part-time)

ENGINEERING
Mechanical Engineering - Research Assistant

GENERAL
EDUCATION

Computer Programmer ®art-time)
ENGINEERING

Civil    Engineering    -    Computer    Programming    Technician;
Material Engineering - Junior Technical Assistant

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
Stenographer (adult)

UNION
Student Theatre - Administrative Co-ordinator (part-time)

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First Floor,  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension 2047,  clerical  positions  to 2038,  and  technical positions to
2055.

Authorised by K.W. Bennetts, Information Officer


